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No. 1

A New Year's Resolve
WITH

the passing of the Christmas
holiday and the coming of the New
Year the accountant begins the annual
grind. Nights, holidays, and all available
waking hours are directed towards the
eventful March fifteenth. Previous to the
fixing of this date by the federal government as a time for the filing of tax returns,
the period from January one to March
fifteen was one of stress and strain. Since
the designation of this date the situation
which develops annually during this period
is all but unbearable.
M a n y corporations which before had
fiscal years different from the calendar
year promptly changed, in order to be in
the mode. The New York legislature, on
the occasion of introducing the state i n come tax, brilliantly fixed March fifteen as
a filing date. It was a great idea to make
the date for the state return coincide with
that for the federal one. Thus the taxpayer would have no difficulty in remembering when his state return was due.
But apparently the idea made such an impression and the gathering force of the
absurdity became so strong that the following year the date was changed to
April fifteen.

Would that the force of business sentiment might become so strong that the
federal government would give some consideration to a revision of the filing date.
The classification of respondents according to industries; or more liberal regulations with regard to changing from the
calendar to the fiscal year would doubtless
accomplish much in the direction of staggering the load.
M a n y industries have more logical closing dates than December thirty-first.
Lumber mills, particularly those located
where the calendar year closing means
taking the physical inventory in winter,
and perhaps in a snow storm, should welcome a change to summer. Paper houses,
whose quiet season falls in the summer,
might, it seems, select September thirty as
the most logical closing date. Machine tool
manufacturers, much of whose product,
like castings, is exposed to the elements,
would probably find some spring month
more acceptable for closing than December.
The benefit which would accrue, first to
accountants and second to clients, is immeasurable. The quality of service rendered by accountants would undoubtedly
be vastly improved. The difficulties which
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now prevail would be largely dissolved.
Haste, waste, and anxiety would become
strangely missing. The battle which rages
during the first two and a half months of
the calendar year would give way to a
stretch of calm, peaceful, sane, efficient
work, and the whole bulk of practice would
be more equally distributed over the year,
which in turn would mean a steadier
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and more consistent staff of accountants.
Agitation of the natural business year
for fiscal closings is a fitting resolve for
the accountant with which to start the new
year; to let no opportunity pass which will
enable him to advocate it; to talk it
whenever and wherever occasion is presented or may be found. Dripping water
will wear away a stone.

